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PLUMS FOR HOME AND MARKET. 
EMBRACING A SUCCESSION OF CHOICE VARIETIES COVERING 
THE ENTIRE SEASON. WITH BRIEF NOTES ON 
PLANTING, CULTURE AND PRUNING. 
BY W. J. GREEN' AND F. H. BALLOU. 
To the student of systematic pomology the successful fruiting 
of a great number of varieties of any class of fruit is of especial 
interest and value; and to such a student, after having secured ful 
and comprehensive notes upon, and excellent, life-size and life-like 
pictures of one hundred or more varieties of beautiful plums, the 
desire and temptation is great to use all of the material at hand in 
the construction of a very complete bulletin or report on variet~es 
on trial. Such a bulletin would be of great Yalue from a scientific 
standpoint; but equally true is it, that a bulletin embracing the 
description of one hundred and forty varieties of plums, the greater 
number of which are of little or doubtful value, woulJ only prove 
confusing to the would-be discriminating planter for home or 
market, who desires only the cream of the Jic,t for family use or 
commercial purposes. With this truth in mind, as well as for the 
reason that lack of means compelled ~uch a course, we have 
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endeavored to present, in this bulletin, very short, comprehensive, 
simply cb.ssified lt,ts of varieties of plums, arranged not in alpha-
betical order as is usually done, but in the order of their respective 
seasons of ripenmg. Thus are we enabled to name a complete 
succession of the choicest varieties to cover the entire ~eason, from 
the earlie~t to the latest, and to present the lists in the most 
available form for intelligent and satisfactory study. 
The different classes or families of plums, without any confus-
ing ~ub-divisions, are treated under but three separate heads, viz:, 
the European, the Native and the Japanese. There are, however, 
a ±ew quite worthy hybrids or crosses between the native and the 
Japanese varieties which should, we think, have the precedence of 
the Japanese sorts when we consider them from the standpoint of 
merit; but, for convenience, and to avoid confusion, the hybrids are 
described under the fourth and last division of this bulletin. 
The dates of blooming and ripening of fruit are based upon 
observations made and notes taken during the season of 1904; and 
while tl1is season was rrom one to two weeks later than usual in the 
latitude of Wooster, the relative season of blooming and ripening of 
the diiierent varieties would, in most cases, be essentially the same 
as in other seasons. 
The names of the persons or firms, following the variety names, 
are of the Lldividuals or firms of whom the Station's trees were 
purchased, or from wnom they were sent for trial and are 1zot, in 
many cases, the names of the originators of the respective varieties. 
CULTURAL NOTES . 
. Sorr....-'i'he plum will succeed in almost any kind of well-drained, 
moderately fert:le <>oil, although, generally speaking, a soil contain-
ing an admixture of clay is preferable, especially for the European 
varictles and the greater number of our more valuable natives; but 
even thoug-h one have but sandy soil upon which to plant, and 
especially for home use, there need be no hesitation in planting, for 
the plumb one of the most adaptable fruits known. 
PREPARA1ION OF THE SOIL FOR PLANTING.-This depends upon 
the purpm,e in view as well as upon the method of culture it is 
proposed to pur~ue after the trees or orchard have been planted. 
For limited planting about the home, merely to supply a 
succession of plums for the family, the trees must necessarily be 
planted in sod if there be no provision made for a regularly estau-
lished fruit garden; and in sod, about the lawn and dwe1hng, 
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plums may be very successfully grown, providing good care be 
given the trees. Even in commercial culture, where the ground 
is steep or rough, it is by no means necessary to break the 
sod other than to remove circular pieces where the trees are to 
stand. Liberal excavations, at least tw.o feet in diameter and one 
foot deep, should be made for the trees-throwing the top soil and 
the sub-soil in separate heaps. For orchard or fruit garden plant-
ing, where it be desired to practice clean culture or clean culture 
with cover crops, the ground should be deeply ploweJ and 
thoroughly fitted as for farm or garden crops. When thus prepared 
the ground may be marked off and the holes made only ample in 
size to permit the easy planting of the young trees. The removal 
of three or four large shovelfuls of soil is usually sufficient in pre-
pared ground. 
PLANTING.-In planting !he young trees all broken, split or 
mutilated roots should be smoothly cut away well back of the point 
of injury. Indeed it is well to carefully cut all roots back to a few 
inches in length, as it is usually of great benefit to the tree to do so. 
Previous to setting the trees, in case of planting in the sod 
ground, throw a part of the heap. of surface soil into the bottom of 
the excavation. Upon this foundation of fine, mellow soil stand the 
young trees, carefully spreading the roots and sifting among, about 
and over them the remainder of the :fine, surface soil, which should 
be :firmly compressed. Continue by filling in the heap of sub-soil, 
treading it down very firmly with the feet and making the little tree 
as firmly planted as a post. Finish with a hoe by scraping all 
scattered soil remaining round about the tree, allowing it to lie 
loosely or unpacked over the firmly trodden soil beneath. Tliis will 
serve as a mulch, conserving the moisture until a permanent mulch 
of strawy manure or other coarse material can be given. The same 
instructions will apply to planting trees in prepared ground, though 
in this case, only the surface soil is broken, hence only the 
sur~ace soil is to be reckoned with in the planting of the tree, while 
a prompt stirring of the soil b:r shallow culture will take the place 
of a mulch in the conservation of the moisture in the ground. 
The preparation for planting of a young tree includes a severe 
pruning back of the top or branches, which will not only serve to 
balance the loss of roots which a nursery tree invariably sustains in 
digging, packing, transportation and planting, but will promote a 
more vigorous growth of young branches and enable one to secure 
an evenly balanced, symmetrically headed tree. 
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In Fig. 1 i-; Rhown a well grown one year old plum tree, the 
entire !::ltem of which i-.. studded with ::.h-ong wood bud,.. The bead 
of such a tree may rt>adily be formed at any desired height from the 
ground by cutting the stem down to that particular point, allowing 
four or five of the uppermo::.t buds remaining to push out strong-
new ::.hoot!::\ and rub Ling- off all other shoots below them. As a rule 
low headed trees are more desirable in every respect, therefm·e tne 
cutting back of the stem to tl1e height of from two to two and one-
half feet i~ reco. .:ended. Fig ~ represents a yearling tree cut 
back in this way. 
}:4.,:&.1 A '0\o ... llgt<ll\nonc.) .. arold plumtree 
-~;~~ -~ :w 
-- -..:- ~==-~~~ ...:.~-=-:__ 
--=-~~;-.:.: -
FIG. 2 A one y~ar old plum treE.- cut back to 
hCCUr<l a lol' , evcmly bdlanccd h<Jad. 
ri'l1e cutting back, at planting, of a two year old tree is some-
what different, inasmuch as a two year old which has been given 
rea:,onable care in the nursery should already be branched at the 
proper height. Only four or five well distributed branches, such 
as will form a well balanced top, should be allowed to remain and 
these should be cut back to three or four strong buds each. Fig. 3 
shows a typical two y~ar old tree, as it comes from the nursery, 
a.fter planting. Fig. 4 reprc~ents the ::-.arne tree after it has been 
properly cut back. 
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FIG. 4. A. two year old tree "HI, hr,nches 
proptOrly cut back to stcure a lo1 , symm.,tucal 
head. 
CULTUlm.-'l'recs planted in sod about the home grounds, orin 
more cxtem,ive orchard culture, &hould be mulched with straw, 
strawy manure, corn-stalks, cut grass or any other coarse material 
that will keep down grass and weeds and keep the ground moist. 
A space four or five feet in diameter covered in this mannt!r, about 
each tree, will be sufficient for the first few years. The grass 
between the rovvs should be occasionally clipped, and may be raked 
up and added to the mulch about the tree~, which should always 
extend a little beyond the tips of the branches. One point s:1ould 
be borne in mind, in thiR connection: when mulching i:::, adopted as 
a method of culture, and practiced faithfully for a serieR of years, it 
should by all means be continuC'd; for the mulching of the :::,urface 
of the ground attracts the feeding rootlets of the tree to the surface 
of the f->oil ju-,t beneath the covering. In many inf->tances the 
removal of a heavy mulch will expose to view considerable masses 
of fibrous feeding roob; and it i'> e;idt!nt that a failure to maintain 
that covering would prove, r:,ooner or later, to be disa::.trous to the 
welfare of the tree. 
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Trees may also be successfully grown in sod by keeping spaces 
four or :five feet in diameter, about the stem of the tree, clean and 
mellow with spade, hot! and rake. This plan, however, is much 
more tedious than that of mulching, and mulched trees will outstrip 
the hoed trees in growth. 
In clean culture for orchards the ground may be kept mellow 
and free from weeds with a spring-tooth or Acme harrow or a 
harrow cultivator. From the 1st to the 15th of July a cover crop 
should be sown; this may be cow peas, mammoth clover, in some 
sections crimson clover, Soy beans, a mixture of oats and Canada 
field peas, rye, vetch, or a mixture of rye and vetch. The cover 
crop is allowed to remain upon the ground throughout the winter, 
holding the snow, preventing deep freezing and holding the soil from 
washing where the ground is sloping. The clover, peas, vetch and 
beans also add considerable fertility to the soil through their ability 
to secure nitrogen from the air and to deposit it within their peculiar 
root nodules. The vegetable matter, too, afforded by these plants 
when turned under, keeps the soil in excellent physical condition. 
The plowing, or disking under, is done in early spring, after which 
cultivation is again resumed and continued until the time again 
arrives for the sowing of the cover crop. 
PRUNING-European plums need but little severe pruning after 
the :first few seasons' growth. However, in order to properly lay 
the "foundation" or "frame-work" for a future low, well branched, 
symmetrical bead, "it will be necessary, for a few seasons, to cut 
back, quite severely, the long, upright, whip-like shoots produced 
annually. In Fig. 4, are shown these strong, upright shoots which, 
were they not much reduced in length, would eventually push the 
bead of the tree up out of convenient reach of pruners, sprayers and 
pickers, thus entailing much needless labor and expense in caring 
for the trees and gathering the fruit. After a round, spreading 
head has been formed and the annual growths of new wood evenly 
distributed throughout all its parts, little pruning will be necessary 
exC"ept the removal of all branches which persist in growing toward 
the center of the tree, and those which cross or conflict with each 
other. Should the top become too thick, a judicious thinning oat of 
the surplus branches is advisable, thus admitting the sunshint! and 
promoting the free circulation of the c1.ir throughout the head of the 
tree. 
While the native plum trees, as a class, are very different 1n 
habits of growth from the Europeans, the same instructions as to 
the management of the young trees are applicable. There should 
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be a greater or lesser degree of restriction of the annual growths 
for a few seasons, according to the vigor of the trees. The pro-
duction of a well formed, sturdy, compact top when the tree is 
young, will prove to save space, time, labor and inconvenience when 
the tree is older. The natives, as a rule, also need considerable 
thinning of the branches in later years. 
The Japanese varieties, on account of their wonderful rapidity 
of growth, almost without exception, require an annud cutting back 
of the new shoots from one-half to two-thirds of their length. Unless 
this be done the trees will soon become ill shaped, unnecessarily 
occupy much space, and early become broken and unhealthy 
through the wasteful expenditure of energy in the excessive pro-
duction of a very poor quality of wood. This annual heading in of 
new growths will result in the rapid multiplication of vigorous new 
shoots, hence effective thinning as well as cutting back will be 
:::tecessary to keep the trees in the proper shape for their "semi-
occasional" crop of fruit. It may well be added that, for the Ohio 
grower, this careful, painstaking practice with his Japanese plums 
must be inspired more from sentiment and his love for beauty and 
symmetry than from practical or financial motives. Unless be be 
willing to do this there will undoubtedly be disappointment in store 
for him. The reason for this we shall state in the brief chapter 
devoted to the Japanese varieties. 
ENEMIES OF THE PLUM GROWER.-The plum curculio, a small, 
brown beetle which punctures the skin of the fruit, and lays its egg 
which batches into a minute grub that .eats its way into the plum, 
thereby causing it to drop, is the most formidable enemy of tbe 
plum grower. These little beetles may be caught early in the 
morning by spreading a sheet beneath the tree and jarring the 
branches by striking them ,a quick, sharp blow with a padded mallet 
or club. This work should begin a day or so after the blossoms 
drop and be continued every other morning for a period of two 
weeks or more, or as long as one continues to catch the beetles. 
The curculios are gathered from the sheets and thrown into a 
vessel of water to which a little kerosene bas heen added. 
The brown rot is the most troublesome fungus disease to which 
the plum is subject; but this disease and the curculio may be, at the 
same time, controlled by spraying with Bordeau:&: mixture to ~hich 
bas been added some insecticide, such as Paris green, arsepite of 
soda, arsenate of lead or Disparene. 
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Bordeaux mixture is composed of sulphate of copper and lime. 
Its preparation (as well as that of the different insecticides) is fully 
described and explained in the Station's Spray Calendar which may 
be had for the asking. 
The "mummies" or rotted plums which usually hang on the 
tree over winter, should be picked off and burned before growth or 
spraying begins in the spring. 
VARIETIES OF PLUMS. 
EUROPEAN SORTS. 
The European varieties succeed well in all parts of _Ohio, and 
stand alone in their general excellence for culinary purposes. The 
following list covers the entire season, of nearly eight weeks, during 
which time there need be no break in the succession of delicious 
plums for table use or for market: 
Clyman (Stark).-Fruit medium in size; oval, slightly com-
pressed at ends; cavity small; stem short and stout; suture slight 
but distinct; color dark purple over greenish yellow ground; dots 
obscure; heavy blue bloom. Flesh very light greenish yellow; pit 
medium r.;ize, free; quality good. Tree moderate, upright, open 
grower. 
First blossoms May 6; full bloom May 9; last blossoms May 13 
In full fruitage August 5. . 
Fruit resembles the Lombard on the trees, though slightly 
smaller. An excellent pL1m and the first of the Europeans to ripen. 
Czar (Storrs & Harrison) ·-Above medium size; oblong; cavity 
narrow; stem short; suture indistinct; color dark purple; bloom 
blue. Flesh light yellow; pit free; quality good. Tree only a 
moderate grower, seeming to lack vigor. 
First Dlossoms May 6; full bloom May 9; last blossoms May 13. 
In full fruitage August 10. Slightly larger and of better qu·ality 
than Clyman. Not much i::clined to rot. Reported as not reliably 
hardy in northern sections. 
Lincoln (Lovett)·-Fruit large to very large; roundish oblong, 
blunt at apex, slightly necked; stem long and strong and set at au 
angle; suture distinct, slightly depressed; color light greenish 
ye1low, overspread with a beautiful shade of crimson; dots many, 
very minute and indistinct; bloom, thin lilac. Flesh light yellow, 
:firm; pit rather large, free; quality only fair. Tree only a moderate 
grower, but healthy, and forms a round, shapely head; foliage very 
luxuriant-leaves large; quite prolific, but not so much so as to 
require t);linnin~ of the fruit, 
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First blossoms May 7; full bloom May 10; last blossoms Ma.r 15. 
In full fruitage August 15. 
A variety of rare beauty, and excellent for market; one of the 
best second early plums. Quite free from rot in 1904, but had 
rotted considerably in previous seasons. 
Bradshaw (Niagara). (Green's Nursery Co.)-Fruit large; ob-
long, necked, rounded at apex; cavity shallow; stem long and strong; 
suture broad and very sli~htly depressed, color dark purplish red; 
dots large, yellowish; bloom blue; skin strong, but not thick. Flesh 
greenish yellow; stone medium to large, long, flattened, semi-cling; 
quality good, the flavor rich and pleasing. Tree a vigorous, upright 
grower; is slow in coming into bearing, but productive thereafter, 
and not inclined to overbear. 
First blossoms May 7; full bloom May 10; last blossoms May 15. 
In full fruitage August 20. 
The Bradshaw is an old, well known, popular and very excellent 
medium early variety. Not so much inclined to rot as Lombard, 
but is by no means exempt. 
Field (Young1.-Fruit large; oval, slightly compressed at encts; 
cavity small and narrow; stem stout and of medium length; suture 
slight but distinct; color, greenish ground a1most covered with very 
dark blue; dois many but very minute, bronze; bloom blue. Flesh 
greenish yellow; pit large, cling; quality good. Tree upright, 
vigorous; foliage large, luxuriant; moderately prolific. 
First blossoms May 6; full bloom May 8; last blossoms May 13. 
In full fruitage August 20. Not seriously affected by rot. 
Another good early plum; said to be a seedling of the Bradshaw. 
Imperial Gage (Green's Nursery Co.)-Medium to large; rdther 
oblong, tapering slightly toward apex; cavity small; stem slender; 
suture usually depressed; color yellow, marbled, splashed and 
striped with light green; bloom white. Flesh greenish yellow, only 
moderately :firm and very juicy; pit medium, almost fre<.; quality 
excellent. Tree an upright, spreading grower. 
First blossoms May 5; full bloom May 8; last blossoms May 12. 
In full fruitage August 25. 
Imperial Gage, Spaulding and Missouri Green Gage, are so similar, 
as growing and fruiting at the Station, that one description will 
answer for all. While their quality for home use is very excellent, 
their light color is not sufficiently attractive to make them succeS\··· 
ful on the market. 
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FIELD. Photo by Ballou. 
Lombard (Flatt)--Medium in size; oval, flattened at the ends; 
cavity medium; stem short and slender; color light purplish red or 
violet; dots small, light; bloom blue; skin thin. Flesh yellow, firm 
and moderately juicy; pit medium, cling; quality fair, pleasant and 
mild flavored. Tree a good grower and productive. 
First blossoms May 6; full bloom May 9; last blossoms May 14. 
In full fruitage September 1. Quite susceptible to rot. 
The description of Lombard, as above given, will apply equally 
well to Ellwood, Miami, Odell, Tatge and Saratoga, as these varieties, 
as grown at the Station, are very similar to Lombard in many 
respects. Saratoga is, perhaps, a few days earlier than Lom-
bard, and even more inclined to rot on the tree. Otherwise it 
is much the s.1me, and certainly less to be desired than Lombard. 
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Empire (Storrs & Harrison).-
Fruit quite large; form nearly spher-
ical, flattened or compressed at ends; 
cavity large; stem very short and 
strong; suture deeply furrowed; color 
dark purple over green; dots nume.r-
ous, bronze, heavy; blue bloom. Flesh 
greenish yellow, firm, JUlcy; pit 
medium, oval, cling; quality very 
good. Tree a healthy, compact grow-
er with thick, glossy foliage. 
EMPilj,~~to by Ballou . First blossoms May 6; full bloom 
May 8; last blossoms May 12. In full fruitage September 8. A 
very promising plum, beautiful and good. 
Miller (Bear)·-Fruit very 
large, often two inches in dia-
meter and the same in length 
when grown upon young trees; 
oval, often nearly round, irregu-
lar, one side enlarged; cavity 
narrow and deep; stem short 
and stout; suture very distinct, 
depressed; color dark purple 
shaded over a dark green ground; 
dots numerous, bronze; bloom, 
heavy, blue. Flesh greenish 
yellow; pit large, cling; quality 
good, rich, sweet. 'l'ree a sturdy 
grower with thick, heavy shoots. 
First blossoms May 6; full 
bloom May 10; last blossoms May 
15. In full fruitage September 1. 
Bavay (Reine Claude). 
(Storrs · & Harrison)·- Above 
medium size; roundish flattened, 
compressed at ends; stem medi-
um; suture distinct; color yellow, 
striped and splashed with light 
green; many minute white dots 
and a few larger ones of purple; MILLER. Photo by Ballou. 
bloom white, thin; quality excellent. Tree a good grower and pro-
ductive. 
First blossoms May 5; full bloom May 8; last bloss·oms May 13. 
In ±uU fruitage September 1. 
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This is an old variety and one of the very best in the list for 
home use-especially for canning; but does not sell well cx:ept in 
markets where well known on ·acccunt its light color. Does not 
usually rot badly, although not immune. 
• 
Monarch (Young)--Fruit 
quite large; roundish or spheri-
cal, compressed at ends; cavity 
large and deep; stem short 
and stout; suture deeply fur-
rowed; color, greenish ground 
almost covered with dark 
purple; dots almost obscure, 
very minute; bloom heavy, 
blue. Flesh · yellow; pit free; 
quality good. Tree upright, 
·sturdy, vigorous, though com-
pact in growth. 
First blossoms May 6; 
full bloom May 9; last blos-
soms May 14. Ripe Septem-
ber 15. An excellent medium 
late plum for home or market. 
Archduke (Storrs & Har-
rison).__:Fruit large; oblong 
oval, slightly necked; cavity 
very small; stem medium, 
rather slender; suture very 
distinct, deeply furrowed; 
MONARCH. Photo by Ballou. color dark blue; heavy, light-
blue bloom. Flesh light greenish yellow, very firm; pit medium, 
perfectly free; quality good. Tree a remarkably good grower, 
upright, open, symmetrical, with rather slender branches. 
First blossoms May 5; full qloom May'9; last blossoms May 14. 
In full fruitage September 15. One of the finest, if not the most 
e·xcellent medium late plum in the entire list. Suitable both for 
home use or market. 
Golden Drop (H. & W.)-Fruit very large; oval, slightly necked, 
sides unequal; cavity small, shallow· and abrupt; stem long and 
strong; suture distinct, extending beyond the apex; color golden 
yellow; dots large, yellow; bloom yellowish. Flesh yellow, firm, 
meaty; pit medium large, long and half free; quality good. Tree 
upright, spreading and productive. 
First blossoms May 6; full bloom May 10; last blossoms May 16. 
In full fruitage September 20. A very excellent and popular late 
yehow plum. Formerly listed as Coe's golden Drop. 
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Grand Duke (Storrs & Harrison)·-Large to very lar2"e, many 
specimens measuring one and one-half inches in diameter and one 
and seven-eighthg inches long; oblong oval, much swollen on suture 
side, necked, irregular; cavity absent; stem long and slender; suture 
very distinct, depressed; color, dark purple over green; dots obscure; 
bloom, heavy, light-blue. Flesh light yello\v, very firm; pit large, 
cling; quality good-excellent for culinary use. Tree a rather poor, 
slow grower unless top-worked on some vigorous stock. 
First blossoms May 6; full bloom May 9; last blossoms May 13. 
In full fruitage September 25. A very late and excellent plum for 
market or home use. Rots but little and hangs a long time upon the 
tree after ripe. 
NATIVE PLUMS. 
"While there is no class of plums that can approach the finer 
varieties of European~ for firmness of i1~sh, richnes:o;, mildness and 
delicacy of i1a\·or for mlillaJJ' purposes, it is true that this same 
firmness of flesh and rkhness of quality soon cloys the appetite for 
the:-;e fruib; in their fresh state. Not so with the finer varieties of 
our native plums which, indeed, might well be classed with 
grapes, oranges, melons, etc., and which, while they possess the 
attributes of delicacy of fla,·or, juiciness, refreshing sprigh"tliness 
and healthfulness, clo not pos:o;ess that peculiar combination of 
solidity and richness of substance which satiates the appetite 
\•:ithin a short period of time. Indeed, as with grapes, melons, etc., 
our more excellent varieties of native plums may be eaten freely 
day after day and week after week with relish, enjoyment and 
benejit. 
To those who are not familiar with the imprO\·ed" varieties of 
natiye plums, and to whom the mention of which recalls to memory 
the ~::.mall, thick-skinned, large seeded, astringent, yet, withal, tempt-
ing wild plums of some secluded nook on the farm, the real 
excellence of a basket of great, brilliantly colored Brunswick's, 
Hunt's or Downing's would prove a revelation. This being true, 
it is quite desirable, if not necessary, that in planting a succession 
of fruits for the home that there should be included at least a few 
trees of such excellent natives as are named, described, and illus_ 
trated below. Varieties such as the Hunt are also quite satisfactory 
for culinary use. 
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POOLE PRIDE. 
at stem and flattened at apex• 
cavity small; stem slender; 
suture distinctly traced with a 
line; color, rich carmine over a yel-
low ground; many prominent 
light colored dots on lowerhalf-
increasing in size as the apex is 
approached; bloom delicate lilac· 
Flesh yellow, firm and juicy; pit 
rather large, cling; quality very 
good. Tree a low, spreading 
grower. 
First blossoms May 10; full 
bloom May 14; last blossoms May 
19. Period of fruiting very long, 
extending from August 1 to 
August 20, the fruit maturing, a 
few specimens at a time, just 
right to be enjoyed to the fullest 
extent for family use. One of 
the finest natives for home use. 
Poole Pride (Kerr)·-
Fruit medium size; oval, 
slightly compressed at stem; 
cavity small; stem slender; 
suture a distinct line; color, 
yellow ground overspread 
with light crimson; dots 
numerous, minute, white; 
bloom very thin, lilac. Flesh 
yellow, moderately firm, 
juicy; pit medium, cling; 
quality good. Tree a free, 
upright, spreading grower 
and prolific. . 
First blossoms May 9; 
full bloom May 14; last blos-
soms May 18. In full fruit-
age August 1. A beautiful 
and good early plum. 
Brunswick (? ) (Lovett) . 
-Fruit large in size; round-
ish, some\\·hat compressed 
BRUNSWICK. Photo by Ballou 
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Wilder (Kerr).-Fruit 
medium in size; o\·al, 
often nearly spherical; 
cavity medium; stem 
slender; suture a mere 
line; color dark red over 
a greenish ground-
rather dull; dots yellow-
ish, prominent, almost 
covering the entire 
surface of the skin; 
bloom bluish; skin rather 
thick; flesh yellow and 
juicy; pit large, oval, 
cling; quality delicious, 
rich, sweet, fine flavored. 
Tree strong and vigor-
ous, with a round, open 
head. 
First blossoms May 
8; full bloom May 10; last 
bloom May 16 In full 
HUNT. Plwto by Balluu 
WILDEH. Pl10to bv Ballou. 
fruitage August 25. 
Hunt (Graham)·- Fruit 
large; oval or oblong oval, com-
pressed at stem, slightly 
pointed at apex; cavity very 
small and shallow; stem medi-
um; suture plainly marked by 
a li!Je; color, beautiful dark 
carmine; dots very numerous, 
large, prominent and light; 
bloom, light blue or lilac. 
Flesh pale yellow, fairly firm, 
tenner, melting and iuicy; pit 
rather large, cling; quality 
delicious.. Tree upright, 
spreading vigorous. 
First blossoms May 6; 
full bloom May 8; last blossoms 
1~ay 13. In full fruitage 
September 1. A strikingly 
handsome plum that is fully 
as good as it is beautiful. 
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Downing (Graham)·-
Fruit lat:ge; round oval, some-
what irregular, one si~~e 
usually s:ightly enlarged; caYi-
ty medium; stem slender, oce 
i:Jch long-; suture a distinct · 
line; color rich crimson; dcts 
many, small but quite promi-
nent, light; bloom light blue, 
thin; skin thin, with no as-
tringency. Tree a low, 
spreading grower; foliage rich, 
glossy dark green. 
First blossoms May 9; full 
bloom May 13; last blossoms 
May 15. In full fruitage 
September 5. • 
A very valuable variety-
probably one of the finest of 
the Wild Goose class. 
Reed (Kerr).- .Medium 
.size; round, compressed <tt 
ends; cavity very slight; stem 
247 
long and slender; suture a DOWNING. Photo by Ballou. 
faint line; color a brilliant, dark red; dots numerou--, very small, 
yellowish; skin thick, firm. Flesh yellow, finn, meaty; pit medium 
size, partially free; quality fair. Tree one of the handsomest, with 
large, brilliant green foliag-e .. 
First blossoms l.Iay CJ; full bloom :L::ay 14; h~'t blossoms Niay 18. 
Season late-in full fruitage September 20. 
One of the finest plums for i 2lly, and br this purpose it rs 
deseninz of the highest recommendation. l'.'Iakes jelly of a 
beautiful, clear, light red. 
Honey Drop (St;; rk)-- Fruit small in size; roundish, slightly 
flattened, suture side enlarged; cavity small; stem very slender; 
suture a faint line; color, pale yellow; dots many, light; no bloom. 
Flesh yellow, very firm and meaty; pit small or medium, cling; 
quality good for this class of plums. Tree stribngly beautiful 
when laden with its glossy yellow fruit- the slender branches 
supporting a thickly threaded mass of plums. 
First blossoms l'.1ay 9; full bloom l'.'Iay 13; bGt blossoms May 
18. In full fruitage Octocer 1. 
The Honey Drop is especially fine for j ~ lly. 
almost crystal clearness. 
Makes jelly of 
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JAPANESE VARIETIES. 
The Japanese varieties, while they are rapid growers and very 
beautiful in foliage, blossom and fruit, are not to be depended upon 
for regular fruiting in Ohio. While sufficiently hardy in both trees 
and buds to endure most winters in this latitude, their tendency to 
bloom so early in the season makes the liability to be caught by 
. . 
late spring frosts very great. The quality of the Japanese varieties, 
as a rule, is decidedly inferior to that of either the European or 
the native plums, both for culinary use and for eating fresh from 
the tree, though a limited number of the Japanese sorts are good 
for both purposes. The brief collection of varieties given below 
embraces the cream of the list of Japanese plums grown at the 
Station. 
BERGER. Plioto by B-liou. 
Berger (Kerr).-Fruit quite small-not larger than a large 
cherry; form nearly round, slightly compressed at ends; stem short; 
suture distinct-quite depressed; color red over yellow, very dark 
next to sun; bloo01 heavy violet. Flesh light yellow, verv firm and 
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meaty; pit very small-hardly larger than the pit of an ~arly Rich-
monel cherry, quite free; quality fair, with a distinct European 
flayor. Tree very vigorous and healthy, producing a round, open, 
symmetrical head. 
First blossoms May 3; full bloom May 6; last blossoms May 9. 
In full fruitage July 20. 
Despite its small size, this variety is quite distinct and of 
especial merit. Its pleasing fragrance is remarkable, and a well 
laden tree of ripe fruit will attract attention several rods away if the 
breeze be favorable. For culinary use-sauce or canning--it is 
superb, .the skin being thin, the pit free, and absolutely no 
astringency about either. T.his plum admirab,ly prolongs the season 
of late sweet cherries, and is a welcome substitute for cherries in 
winter, in the canned state. The little plums fall to the ground as 
soon as mature, and are quickly gathered by spreading a sheet upon 
a layer of straw and jarring the tree. It is much to be regretted 
that the early blooming of this variety causes it to be so often cut 
off by the frosts of late spring. Were it not for this, every family 
\vould do well to include one tree, at least, of the Berger in their 
collection. 
Red June ( Willard).-Medium size; heart shape, slightly 
flattened, with a distinctly pointed apex; cavity large and deep; stem 
"'hort .and strong; suture distinct, but shallow; color a dark red; no 
dots; heavy bluish bloom; skin rather thin. Flesh very pale yellow; 
pi.t medium to small, semi-cling; quality fair. Tree an erect grower. 
moderately productive. 
First blossoms May 2; full bloom May 4; last blossoms May 8. 
In full fruitage August 1. Has considerable value as an early mar-
ket sort. 
Burbank (Stark).-Fruit large; ro,mdish, conical, compressed 
at stem; cavity rather large and deep; stem short and stout; suture 
variable, but always plainly marked; color, mottled, and sometimes 
almost entirely overspread with different shades of reel-dark and 
coppery in the sun; dots numerous, very small, light; bloom, heavy, 
light-blue. Flesh yellow, finn, rather dry; pit clings; quality only 
fair. Tree a vigorous, spreading grower, forming a low, l~road 
head. 
First blossoms May 3; full bloom May 6; last blossoms May 10. 
In fuil fruitage August 15. Probably one of the best known and 
ost dependable of the Japanese varieties. Rots badly. Of rather 
lo v quality, but regarded by; some as valuable for canning. 
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Normand (Hale).-Large; round, oblate, apple shape, with 
pointed apex, compressed at stem; cavity deep, broad; stem very 
short and stout; suture distinct; color clear yellow; bloom white, 
thin. Flesh yellow, firm; pit small, oval, almost free; quality fair, 
pleasant. Tree vigorous, upright, spreading. 
First blossoms May 3; full bloom May 6; last blossoms May 10. 
Season very long, from August 15 to September 15. Keeps well on 
t:n~ trees; does not rot badly; one of the best yellow varieties of the 
Japanese plums. 
C:1abot (Stark).-Medium in size; roundish, conical, with 
pointed apex; cavity medium, deep; stem short and stout; suture 
distinct; color yellow, partially overspread with light red; dot> 
mi:lute, yellow; bloom lilac. Flesh yellow, firm and juicy; pit 
medium, cling; quality fair. Tree upright, spreading. 
Firs t bloom May 3; full bloom May 6; last blossoms May 12. In 
fuJ fruitage September 15. One of the mo."3t hardy and depenlabl..! 
d Lc hter Japanese varieties. Quite free from rot. Not a go;:>J 
:nar :;:ct sort because of dull color. 
October Purple (Stephen Hoyt's 
Sons ) .-Fruit very large-from one 
and three-fourths to two inche ; i .1 
diameter and same in length; roun<1i3:1, 
or sometimes oblate, compressed at 
the stem; cavity large and deep; stem 
rather slender; suture mar::e <l but 
not depressed; color, greenish yellow 
ground overspread with the purplish 
red, striped and splashed; dots numer-
ous, minute, light; thin, white bloo:n. 
Flesh yellow, rather firm, juicy; pit 
small, cling; quality not high, but 
v CTOBE R PURPLE. 1 · d refreshing. Tree a Plwta br Ballou. P eas1ng an 
st r ng grower, with spreading, upright branches. 
J'irst blossoms May 3; full bloom May 6; last blossoms May 1 ~ ­
In full fruitage September 25, but plums remained upon the tree in 
excellent condition until October 10, surviving two hard frosts. 
One of the best of the Japanese varieties for dessert use, and of 
peculiar value because of the extreme lo. t eness of its season. A 
beautiful plum, but like others of its class, cannot be depended upon 
for regular crops. 
HYBRID !'LUMS. 
The crossing of native and Japanese varieties has resulted in 
the production of a class of plums combining, to a certain degree, 
the hardiness of the former with th e large size and unusual beauty 
of the latter. Among the hybrids fruited at the Station dunng the 
season of 1904, the following three varieties are the more promising 
and interesting ones. 
> 
z 
0 
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Apple (Kerr).-Very large; roundish, oblate, often with pointed 
apex; stem short and stout; cavity medium, deep; suture distinct, 
depressed; color \'ery dark, purplish red, firm, fine grained, melting 
and juicy; pit medium, cling; quality excellent-mild, pleasant, one 
of the best of all classes of plums for dessert use. Tree a strong, 
sp"reading grower. 
First blossoms May 4; full bloom May 6; last blossoms May 19. 
In full fruitage August 15. Valuable. 
Gonzales (Kerr).-Very large in size; roundish, oblate· or 
sometimes sli.ghtly conical; cavity broad and deep; stem short; 
suture a mere line; color greenish ground overspread w1th bright 
red, mottled and splashed with a darker color; dots small, numerous, 
light or yellowish; skin :firm but not thick; thin light bloom. Flesh 
tinted with pink when ripe, moderately firm and quite juicy; pit 
medium, oval, cling; quality quite good. Tree strong, upright. 
spreading. 
First blossoms May 7; full bloom May 9; last blossoms May 14. 
In full fruitage August 15. 
Nona (Kerr'l.-Fruit large on young trees; round, oval or 
slightly oblong, compressed at stem; cavity slight and abrt!pt; stem 
strong.and short; suture almost obscure-a mere line; color, dark 
red over yellow, peculiarly striped with a darker color; dots numer-
ous, very small, light; lilac bloom; skin rather thick, rather astring-
ent. Flesh mottled red and yellow, not firm, inclined to be stringy 
juicy; pit medium, oval, cling; quality fair•ly good. Tree healthy, 
upright, spreading, symmetrical; resembling the native in habits 
of growth. 
First blossoms May 5; full bloom May 7; last blossoms May 12. 
In full fruitage August 20. A large, showy plum. Drops badly. 
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VARIETIES OF PLUMS. 
TABI .. !t GIVING, 1N CO.NDI:o~ > 1-0h.M, C:L\b'"':,lllCATIO'{" A'lD DhbCRIPTIO~ f A'\0 Rr'PORT UPON ALL 
01< THE~ Ah.Il<IIlS 01 PI l '\IS V.HILH r,UITbD IN rn ~£All0' 
Ol,~HAI<P '" ~1-- \SO;. Ul' 1B04, 
VARIETY. Clas!. 
Abundance (Stark).... Japant>se 
Alpha (Ke·r).......... Native, Maritima 
Amerka (Kerr). . . . . . . . Hybrid 
Am,.ricanEagle (Kerr) Native, Americana 
Apple (Kerr)...... . . . . Hybrid 
A•ch Duke(S & Hl... Domestica 
Basse+'s Am (Kerr) .. Native, Maritin1a 
B(>nder {Kerr}.......... Native, Americana 
Benson (Kerr)......... Native, Wayland 
Berckmans (Biackl.... Japant'se 
Berger (Kerr).......... Japanese 
Bradshaw {G N Co),... Dome•tica 
Brill (Ken•) ............ 1 Native, Mariana 
Brunswick(?) (L~·ett) ·I Native, All!rustifolia 
Burbank (Stark)....... Japanese 
Chabot (Stark)......... Japane'e 
Champion (Kerr)...... Native, AweriGana 
Cheyney (Kerr)........ Native, Nig-ra 
.Clyman.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DomeHtica 
Colorado Queen (K•·rr). Native, Americana 
Czar (S & Hl . . . . . . . . . Domestica 
Deepcreek (K<'rr) . . .. . Native, Americana 
Downing {Graham).... Native Hortu1ana 
Duane (S & H) . . . . . . . . Domv~tica 
Duke {Kerr)....... .. .. Hytrid 
Eagle (Baker).......... Na1ive 
Ellwood fAugnet) . .. .. Domestica 
Emp!re (S & H)....... Domestica 
Esther {Terry)........ Native, Miner 
Etta (Kerr)........... Native, Atnericana 
Field {Younf:!) .. . . . . . .. Domestica 
Forest Garden IKe r). N'lt've, A~ericana 
Garfield {Parry)...... Native, Wayland 
Georgeson (Kerr) . . . . . . .l apan.-se 
German Prune{ -tark) Domeotica 
Gold (Stark)......... II yl·rid 
Golden Drop (H & i'l. Dnmes•ica 
Gonzales {Kerr) . . . .... Hybrid 
Golden Beaut,· (Parry) Native, <\'a,·land 
G ran(l Duke {S & H) _. Don1e-..t ica 
Rale {Hall)........... Japat<e•e 
Hammer (Graham).... Native, Americana 
Harper {H & W) . . . . . Do ne-:tic ' 
Hawkeye {Terrv)...... Native. Americana 
Honey Drop (<ltark) .. . Native, " ayland 
Hunt (Graham) . . . . . . . Native. AnwricJ.na 
Idall (Kerr)............ Native, Miner 
Ill Iron Clad (Kerr)... Nalivu, AmPricana 
Imp. Gage (G N Co) . D tn<' t'c 
Tree. Period of hloom. 
upright r.!~/ 
small, emu pact 11-19 
uprigbt open 4-15 
vigorous, spreading 8-15 
vigorous, upriJ.!ht, spreading 4-10 
vigorous, uprig-ht! spreading 5-14 
vigorous, ~preading- lQ--:lO 
vigorous, spreadinJ..f 7-15 
vigorous, upright, spreading Jo-16 
vigorous~ uprii!'ht 4-10 
vigorous, upright. spreading 3-9 
vigorous, uprig-ht 7-15 
upright, Ppen 4-10 
Jow, spreading lG--19 
vigorous, spreading 3-10 
upright, spreading 3-12 
open. spreading 7-H 
v-igorous, upright, spreading 4-12 
moderate,upright, spreading 6-13 
vig-orous, stragl[ling 8 15 
uprig-ht, spreading 6-13 
low, spreading 6-14 
10\V, spreading 9-15 
upright, ~preading 6-14 
vigorous, upright, spreading fH7 
low, spreading 7-15 
Size --f •ruit. j Form of fruit. ! ______________________ __ 
medium I round, pointed at apex 
Vt!ry small 1 oval 
above nw·rlium I round, irregular 
larg-e oval 
very large I round, oblate 
larf!e oblong oval, necked 
verv small round 
mo•dium oblong oval 
n1ediutn nea..rlv round 
lar~m roundish, oblo:tig, poiuted apex 
verv- stnall round 
farg-e oblong. ov:tl, necked 
tnedium spherical 
ldrge roundish. irregular 
larg-e round, conical, p in ted at apex 
above rned'umJ round, conical, pointed at apex 
larg-e rou ndi~h 
above medium: oblong, ineg"l!lar, oblique 
nwdimn t oval 
nwclium roundtsh 
mc~ctnun oval 
small oblot,g, oval 
larg-e round, oval, irregular 
larg-.~ egg .shape, irregular 
medium oblong-, ovll 
mediutn round, 1rregu~~ r, ng-nlar 
~ee- J ... on1 ba r.-t . . . • . . . • . . ..•.......... _ 
· · ··;~uiici~ ~~~li;~~~-~~d-~t· ~~~d~· ·· vigorous, upright, spreading 6--12 lar!!'e 
strong 9-15 medium 
slmvgroner 8--15 above m cium 
vigorou.:, uprig-ht fi--1:1 larg-f' 
upright spreading R-15 n1edimn 
viuorous, spreading 10-16 medium 
uprig-ht. spreading 3-11 larg-e 
spreading R-15 large 
spr~~ading 6-12 larg~ 
uprig-ht, 1"-prcading (i--10 larg-e 
uprig t. :;;p•·eading 7-~ l l.at· !'t• 
spreading 1 1 - U nwd nm 
slO\v u rower li·-1:3 lar r•~ 
vigt,rou~. uprkht 4-10 very br re 
upng-at, spreading 7-17 me lii.~m 
Reelmp. Gag-e ...... .... ...... . ... 
v·go Otll-., ~preading H- 3 lar !e 
sl nder. Hpreadin.r , 7-lH !->Tlla 1 
upritrh', !-.prea<ling· 8-15 m ""tl 1n 
vigorous. Uptight. sp eadingl (i-13 nlt·tHum 
llprig-ht~ spreafl lH! 7-15 w.-dil;m 
u. ri~lr, ~preacling 5-12 nwdimn 
round, oval 
round, obht"-e 
oblong- oval 
round 
oblf'ng- irre~ular 
round, oblong-, pointed at apex 
oblong, Irre,!.rular, necked 
spherical 
oval, slhrhth· necked 
ron11dic;.h, ~1blate 
h? trt shape 
o~·lon ... necke·d i.Te£Tular 
' roundish o 
o.al 
. .... ·;~~~~i: ;)~.i~l~ ·,·;;~~~li ·l~· ..... . 
rcmnd, irrt~g-ular 
oval, poin'~'ed at apex 
l'.JlliHlic;h, oval 
uhlon ·r nv .tl-
ob.ong 
Cavity. 
broad, deep 
none 
.stna 1 
very smail 
broad, deep 
very stnall 
none 
Vl'r: small 
nwdiutn 
broad, deep 
medium 
~~mal1 
sma l 
medium 
broad (k p 
medmm~ de.·p 
sma1l 
smaU, , }-allow 
medinn1 
I10UP 
med llnl 
ver' shallow 
!lnal1 
R.hallmv 
narro\\, deep 
Un"lad, shallow 
i;r~·a:d: ·Ri~~il~\~· 
shallow 
smalL shallow 
~mall 
very shallow 
verv Fmall 
bro.-tel, de p 
very Hmall 
l,roacl, deen 
v~·ry ··mall 
bro tel, dee}.) 
medimn 
vcr~· sma~l 
f;lll ], 
very :~h tll "-
shall<tW 
verv shallo :; 
Sm •11 
very small 
1-.:nall 
f.>,TI ~~l 
Stem. 
Short 
medium_ strong 
shoi't 
short, ~tout. 
short, stout 
short, sh:~nde-r 
long. strong 
mediun1 
slendt>r 
sbort, stout 
Shlll't 
long-, strong 
short 
mPdium, slender 
sh rt, stout 
short. stout 
mediu ,, 
m·d~um 
s'·ort, 1--tout 
short, stout 
sh ·rt 
hhort 
mediun1, slender 
nwdium. sle11der 
1· t·dimn 
n1edinm 
short, stout 
stout 
medium long-
m~dium stnmg 
mPtlium 
1 ng-. slcnd r 
Hhnrt, stout 
long, strong 
stout 
rn1.~dinm stout 
sho,·t, slender 
lontr, slendt•r 
}, lllf.f, :-:.lend~.:•r 
m~dium sh~ndr-r 
medimn s:endt r 
n1 •tt;utn loHg-
lnng-~ slende~· 
medium 
n1edium stout 
shtn·t 
sh nder 
~ 
-1>-
0 
::G 
1-1 
0 
trl 
P1 
'0 
l"l 
::0 
H 
~ 
t:rJ 
~ 
>-:l 
w 
>-:l ;p. 
>-:l 
H 
0 
2: 
td q 
r 
t" 
t<J 
>-:l 
H 
2: 
~ 
VARIETY. 
A bun dance (Stark) .. .. 
Alpha {Kerr) ........ . 
America (Kerr) ....... . 
American Eagle (Kerr) 
Apple (Kerr) .......... 
Arch Duke (S & H) ... 
Basset's Am. (Kerr) ... 
Bender (Kerr) ......... . 
Benson (Kerr) •........ 
B"rckma'l's {Black) •.. 
Berger (Kerr) ......... . 
Bradshaw (G NCo) ... 
Br.U (Kerr) .......... .. 
Brunswick (7) (Lovett). 
Bucbank (Stark) ...... . 
Chabot (Stark) ....... . 
Ch •mpion (Kerr) .... . 
Cheyney (Kerr) ....... . 
Clyman (Stark) ....... . 
Colorado Qu'*'n (Kerr). 
Czar {S & H) ........ .. 
Deepcreek {Kerr) .... . 
Dm.\·ning (Graham} ... . 
Duane {S & H) ....... . 
Duke (Kerr) ......... .. 
Eogle (Baker) ....... . 
Ellwood {August) ..... . 
Empire (S & H) . · ..... . 
E«ther (Terry) ...... .. 
Etta (Kerr) .......... . 
Field (Young) ...... .. 
Forest Garden (Kerr). 
Garneld (Parry) ...... . 
Geoqreson (Kerr) ..... . 
German Prune {Stark) 
Ge>ld !Stark) ......... .. 
Golden Drop {H & W) 
Gonzales (Kerr) ...... . 
Golden Beauty(Parr- ). 
Gror;.d Duke (S & H) .. 
Hale (Hall) .......... . 
Hammer (Graran·) ... . 
Harper (H & '\\') ..... . 
Hawkeye (Terr") ... .. 
Honey Drop (f tar!•) •. 
Hunt {Graham) ....... . 
ldall (Kerr) ............ . 
Ill. Ironclad {K,.•r) .. .. 
Imp. Ga::;e (G N C >) .. 
Suture. 
distinct 
none 
a line 
a line 
dLstinct 
distinct 
a line 
none 
a 1 ne 
distinct 
Cfi-~t:nct 
broad, shallow 
a line 
a line 
distinct 
distinct 
slight 
slig-ht 
slight 
a line 
slight 
sli:rht 
a line 
shallow 
a 1ine 
slight 
di~til;~t ..... . 
a line 
a line 
slight 
none 
slight 
dt)l'\) 
shallow 
a line 
deep 
sliaht 
a line 
di~tinct 
slight 
a line 
· · · · ···a: iiti~ · · · · · · · 
a line 
slio:rht 
a line 
a line 
slhd1t 
Color, 
red and yellow 
dark blue 
yellow and light red 
dull dark red 
very dark red 
very dark nurple 
dark re~ 
dar!< red 
darlr red 
dark red 
dark red 
dark purplish red 
dark red, mottled 
bright red 
dark red and yellow 
rd and yellow 
dark red 
dull red 
dark purple 
dull red 
dark purple 
dull red 
dark crhnson 
purple 
dark red 
lig-ht red 
.. . . . . .. '.i;,_~i~ r;;,~pl~· ........ 
dark red 
bright red 
dark purple 
purplish red 
glossy red 
yellow 
dark blue 
yellow and lhrht red 
golden yellow 
red, mottled striped 
golden yellow 
dark purple 
yellow, faint red 
dark red 
.. .. .. .. .. . d ;;li -~~,i ......... .. 
pale yellow 
dark red 
t-ri•.;ht red 
dull dar]{ red 
ycl!mv and g-reen 
"Bloom. 
blne 
blue 
none 
thin blue 
lilac 
heavy blue 
thin white 
light blue 
none 
blue 
light blue 
blue 
none 
lilac 
hea,vy, light blue 
blue 
lilac 
blue 
blue 
light blue 
blue 
lig-ht blue 
thin light 
white or gray 
thin lilac 
light blue 
.. he"a: ~y ·,;j,;~ .... 
thin, blue 
]ight blue 
heavy l>lue 
light blue 
none 
white 
blue 
thin, light 
lig-ht' 
Hg-ht 
none 
heavy blue 
thin, \Vhite 
heavy blue 
· · · ·l;~a ;y· ·,;iti~ · · · · 
none 
thin. l'lue 
thin, blue 
thin, hlne 
'\hitB 
Flesh. 
lig-ht yellow 
grt::enish yellow 
yellow 
yellow 
dark red 
light green 
greenish yellow 
yellow 
yellow 
light yellow 
light yellow 
greenl"h yellow 
yeilow 
yellow 
yellow 
ye11ow 
yellow 
light yellow 
light gr..,nish yellow 
light yellow 
greenish yellow 
yellow 
veUow 
light yellow 
yellow 
yellow 
. ... g~~~~-i~i; ·y~it~\~~ .... 
yellow 
yellow 
light f!reen 
yellow 
yellow 
Yellow 
greeni~h yellow 
yellow 
y(_~umv 
pink 
yellow 
light yellow 
yellow 
yPllow 
························ yellow 
Yellow 
lig-Jit yellow 
li~ht yeJl.1W 
T" 1lr,w 
greeiii .,11 yc~llow 
Pit. Quality. I 
medium, cling fair 
semi-clin!:! pour 
large, cling fair 
larg-e, cling good 
n1edium, cling excellent 
medium, free good 
tnedium, free poor 
larg-e, free fair 
lnf'dium. c1ing fair 
large, cling- fair 
very s1nall, fl-ee fair 
larg-t>, semi-cling good 
medium, cling poor 
largT', cling- excellent 
medium. clillg fair 
medium. cling fair 
lar~-re. cling- good 
larg-e, cling fair 
1nedium. frC:e good 
medium. cling fair 
medium, freri good 
medium, c1ing fair 
large, cliru:r excellent 
medium~ • ling 
1 
good 
largP, cling fair 
nwdium, cling good 
······ ······ ....... "!······ .... . 
n1edium, cllng 
small, cling-
Ineditun, c lj ng 
larg-t", cling 
mediun1, cling-
nierlium, c1img-
nwdium cling 
larg-e, free 
medium, cling-
large, 1--~·n1i-cJing 
medinw~ c1in1! 
uw .. Hum. cling 
lanr• .. , cling 
nwdilnu, cling-
bmall, ~l mi-cling 
...... i::~~~;.: ·l:li~;g. ..... . 
m•·dhun. cling-
lartre, clin!! 
l1lt~dit1'"'1, clin;.r 
lll~'dh m. cling-
rnedium, ~emi-cling-
very g-ood 
good 
fair 
good 
good 
atid 
fair 
g(_J(_l'1 
poor 
good 
fair 
fair 
f!Ottd 
fair 
fair 
. . . . g~,;)~i .. 
fair 
excellent 
fair 
pr·nr 
exc .. Lent 
Season. 
Aug. 10 
" 1. 
" 20. 
H J5. 
" 15. 
Sept. 15. 
u 15. 
Aug. 20. 
Sept. 25. 
" 10. 
July20. 
Aug. 20. 
.. 1. 
•• 10. 
,, 20. 
SPpt. 15. 
Aug. 25. 
•. 25. 
"' 5. 
" 15. 
" 10. 
H 25. 
Sept. 5. 
Aug. 20. 
Sept. 1. 
Aug. 5. 
.. .. ""&j,i:"( ........ 
Aug. 20. 
" 25-
" 20. 
•• 20. 
Sept 1. 
Aug- 25. 
Sept. 5. 
., 25. 
" 20. 
AUf! 15. 
Sept. 20. 
" 25. 
Aug-. 20. 
Sept 15. 
.. .... .A~;f: ·lo. .. ... 
Oct. 1. 
Sept. 1. 
" 15. 
.. 1 
Aug. 25. 
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'\~ARIETY. 
.T uicy (Black) ......... . 
Jennie Lucas {Kerr) .. . 
Kerr {Kerr) ........... . 
Kickal"_JJ {Kerr) •...... 
Kroh (KPrr) .......... . 
LeDuc [Kerr) ........ . 
Lincolu {Flatt) ...•.... 
Lombard {Flatt) ..... . 
Maquoketa [Wilson) .. 
Marcellus {K,.rr) ..... . 
Miama [Kerr) •........ 
Miller (B,•ar) ......... . 
Milton (Graham) .... . 
Mo. GreenGage(Stark) 
Monarch (Young) ..... 
Moore's Arctic {Stark) 
:Moreman (Kerr) ..... . 
Munson 1Kerr) ....... . 
~~i;~YBla~~;~'Y4~n-:rl~ 
Newman (Kerr) ...... . 
Newton (Munson) •..... 
Niagara (G N Co) •.... 
Nona (Kerr) .......... . 
N ·rmand !Hale ...... . 
Oct. Purple (" Hoyts). 
Odell {S Hoyts) ....•... 
Oriunt (Stark) ....... . 
Park (Ketr) .......... . 
Peffer Premium (Kerr) 
Persing Nos.l.2(Pers'g) 
Poole Pride (K<'rr) ..... 
Pond'sS'd'g {S & H) .. 
Praii'ie Flower (Kt>rr) 
Purple Yosemite (Kerr) 
Quac'<enboss (Stark) • 
Red J nne (Willard) .. . 
Reed {Kerr) ......... .. 
Richland w'ear) ...... . 
Robinson H & W) .. .. 
Rockford ( ilson) ... . 
R.-.llingstone {Kerr) .. . 
Roulette (Kerr) .•...... 
Saratoga {G N Co) .... 
Shirata Bene (Lovett) . 
Shilling (Kerr) ..•.....• 
Simon (H & W) ...... .. 
Simpson {August) .. .. 
Smith's Orleans (S H). 
Class. 
Hybrid 
~Tative, Chicasaw 
Japanese 
Native, Americana 
Native, Hurtulana 
Native, Americana 
Domt>stica 
Domestica 
Native. Mint.'"r 
Native, Amt"ricana 
Dmnestica 
Dmnestica 
Native, Hortutaua 
Don1estica 
Domestica 
Dnmef'tica 
Native, \Vayland 
Native, Chica~aw 
Dome"tica 
Native, Americana 
Nativt!, Chicasaw 
Native, Americana 
Domestica 
Hybrid 
Japane"" 
Japau"se 
Dmnestiea 
Japane.oe 
Domestica 
Native, Americana 
Japanese 
Native, Hortntaua 
Domestica 
Native, ?tlinPr 
Native, Americana 
Domestica 
Jap;•nese 
Nativ<', Wayland 
Domt'!ltica 
Native, Chica~;aw 
Native, A1noricana 
Native, Americana 
Native, Hortulana 
Dnmcstica 
J~~~~se 
Simoni 
Domestica 
Domestica 
Tree. 
vigorous, upright 
moderatl• j!ro\\t•r-~preading 
upri•.rht, sp·eading 
opL"'ll. spreading 
sre Pool,• Pride 
upri[fht, open 
upright, sprt"ading 
upright, sp:·eading 
vitrorou~, SJ>readiug 
vigorous, Ut>rhrht, ~preadiuu­
soo Lumbard 
sturdy 
slender, spr<'ading 
s ... ~ Imp. Gage 
upright, sturc.1y 
upright, o;pr.·ading 
sprt.'"adinl! 
vigoruno<, spreading 
see Pond 
uprig-ht, spreading 
slendt·r, Rprt"ading 
Rpr~adinq-
Period of I Size of fruit. Bloom. 
May 
8-17 
&-20 
3-10 
i-13 
""''S.:.if"' 
7-15 
6-14 
7-15 
6-H 
abovP m~dium 
n1ediuru 
medium 
mediun1 
····m:~rlit•t;;_···· 
larg,j 
n1edhnn 
Ineditun 
n1edhun 
Form of fruit. 
roundish. irref:.rular 
ol.Jlonl£ 
hl'art bhape 
oblong, oval 
............ ~i.i~itg, 0;~~~· .......... . 
oblonf!. neclicd 
oval 
oblong, o'\'"al 
roundish 
6-15 
&-Hi 
-·- · · i;{~~~ · · · · ·1· · · · · · · · · · -~;~i: -i~~~gt~i~~ · · · · · · · · · · 
mPdiutn oblong, oval 
"''lif"j~~~J~~i;~~-
19-17 mP<Iiurn 
11-17 medium 
.... ~~~;{<ii~; fi~tt;;l~d ;;t ~~d_;, .. .. 
roundish 
round 
oblong oval 
Cavit:. 
nwlliunt.deel, 
sn1all 
<l .. p 
broad, shallow 
.. · .. siiiilit .... 
very ~m·tll 
nlt .. clhuu 
f-lig-ht 
yery ~n1a1J 
················ 
nw·diutn 
stu all 
Stetn. 
tneclium, F:tout 
tuedium, :-.h,Jrt 
blH.It 
~hott. "tout 
lll(-'lium, ~tout 
Inn~, f..trolllf 
F;hort, Rh~nth•r 
mt•(limn. !"It rung 
&:hort 
· · · -~il~rt: -~t·(;l;t ·· ·· 
Rlt_•nd<---r 
~~di~~..;_;~b:r~;l;tl' ... ~i];l~-t: ·~t{:~t .... 
very sli~tht r-.lendPr 
none lone-~ t-lender 
fo::.hallow blc>IHler 
............ , ............. . 
s-17 Iabove mroium 
9-17 medium 
4-13 medium 
• • • • •' e • • '• -~~1~~~~~~~;' •' '• • • • • • "I" ·~;~~~-~:!~f.,. • • • • '~i~~~~~1•~1" • ''' • 
oblong, oval, irregular ><mall short, ~tout 
,vigorou~,:~~t~~~;readingl ... ·~i2 .... I ...... la~g.; .. · .. I ......... · "~j,i~~g-;~~;.r · .. · · .... · 
I' uprdht, "Jlr,•ading 3-10 above medium roundi~h or oblate, pointed at apex upright, spn•ading 3-12 large roundish, oblate, compr'd at stem 
I see Lombard 
................ 
small 
de~p 
broad, d<-ep 
-~~e-di l;~~ . ~{;..;l~g: · 
shnrt. stout 
short, blendt"r 
set>o~hab,t 
upright, spreading 
spr~adu1~ 
see Burbank 
' vbrorom:;, spt't"ading-
uptight, spreading-
Vi{,"Orous. F-preading 
low, spreading 
upright, sprea diug 
very nprig-ht 
vig-orous, spreading 
nprigt.t, spreading 
spreading 
upright. spreading 
uprhrht, spreading 
vigorou ... , Rprt•ading 
upright, spreading 
upright 
straggling-
v..-yupright 
upright, sprp·,cling 
slender, upright 
· .. · &-i5 .. ·-~~be;.;~ -~~cii~~-~- · · · · · ~bim~g.: ·~~ai; i~~~gui~r · · · · · ·1· · b~~~·d: dt-~P · ·1· · -~~~{iit;;~i: ~t~tit · · 
7-16 n1edium round, regular very Might ntcdhun 
"'"!J.:.ili""' 
9-17 
9-17 
6·14 
6-14 
2- 8 
9-14 
6-12 
6-14 
8-17 
8-13 
&-15 
6-13 
4-10 
6-14 
4-7 
7-15 
7-15 
················ mediunt 
very large 
larg-e 
nwdium 
..1.bove n1etlhun 
medium 
mE>dium 
mediutn 
htnall 
medium 
medlum 
above medium 
above- tnedium 
medium 
ml.:"dium 
vf"rv large 
tneditun 
lar1,<e 
.. · .. · ...... ~i>i~nii:~v-a:1· .......... 
roundi,h, obion~(, necked 
oblong, oval 
round 
round, oval 
heart shape 
round 
oval 
ohlonl( 
oval, irreg-ular 
roundish, irregular 
oval 
round, oval 
roundish, pointed at apex 
tlblong, oval, point~d at apex 
tomato shape 
oblong, ova' 
oblong, oval, irregular 
.... -~iiiib.i:' .... 
very small 
bhallow 
none 
broad, shallow 
broad, shallow 
slig-ht 
small 
very small 
very "mall 
vPry ~<mall 
very f'mall 
d<-ep 
broad, <i<'<'p 
very shallow 
broad, deep 
very slight 
very small 
n~t·diU~: i~~g ~ · · 
llH'"dhun 
medhnn, ~tottt 
medium, stout 
medium 
short, stout 
long, fn_•nd<•r 
long, slender 
mt>-dium 
mfldimn, strong 
lnnJ!, F-trnrg 
long-, sl£"11 dt_•r 
IDl"-diunl 
Rhnrt, stont 
short, stout 
short, stout 
n1edhun. long 
short, &tuut 
1.) 
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VARIETY, 
Juicy (Balck) .......... . 
Jennie Lucas (Kerr) .. . 
Kerr (Kerr) ........... . 
Kickapoo (Kerr) ..... . 
Suture. Color. 
yellow 
light yellow 
yellow 
dark red 
Bloom. 
tn1di~tinct 
a line 
distinct 
very slight 
Kroh (K,•rro .....•............................................•........................•.... 
ttlin, light 
thin, light 
~hite 
light blue 
Flesh. 
yellnw 
yellnw 
yellow 
yellow 
L!'Duc (Kerr) . . . . . . . . . slight bright red thin, light yellow 
Lmcoln (Flatt) . . . . . . . . broad, shallow light red thin, lilac li!!ht yellow 
Lombard (Flatt)...... slight purplish red light blue light yellovr 
Maquok•ta (Wilson).. a line dark red light blue yellow 
Pit. 
medium, cling 
larg-e, cling 
medium, Cling 
large, cling 
· · · ·l;{~g.e~ ~~i.:CHD.i · · · 
larg-e, f ~ 
rnedi.um. cling 
mediutn, clillg-
tnediutn, cling 
Quality. 
flat 
fair 
fair 
fair 
""f~i~· .. 
fair 
good 
good 
·fair M~rceJluq (Kerr) . . . . . . ncne light red light yellow 
Mtama (K<rr). . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. 
M!ller {Bear)........... distinct .Purple heavy, blue greenish yellow larg-e, cling excellent 
Season, 
Aug.15. 
.. 1. 
H 1. 
Sept, 10. 
···· ·.-·xui. zo 
.. 15. 
Sept. 1. 
u 1. 
Aug. 20 
s i,i:·. 1. 
Aug. 1. Mtlton (Graham) . . . . . a line bnght red blue yellow m~dium, cling fair 
Mo. GreenGage(Stark) .................................................................................................................................. · · .............. · · .... .. 
Monarck (Young)..... distinct dark purple heavy, blue yellow free good Sept. 15. 
Moore's Arctic (Stark). slight black thint blue amber semi-cling fair Aug· 15. 
Moreman{KPrr)...... adarkline brightred none yellow medium,clfng fair Sept.l5. 
Munson (Kerr) . . . . . . . a line bright red white yellow medium, cling fair Aug· 15 
Murdy (Albaugh)..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. • .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. ................ · · .. · · .. · · ...... .. 
Nellie Blanche (Terry). a line dark red thin, light yellow larg-e, cling good Aug· 15. 
Newman {Kerr}. . . . . a line bright red thin, light ye11ow mediu1n, cling fair Sept 20 
Newton (Munson).... . a line dull red thin, light yellow cling fair ·• 30. 
Niagara (G NCo).... ...... .............. .... .. .. ........ .... .......... ...... .......... .... ...... .. .... ... .. ..... ...... .. .... ............ ........ .... . ............... .. 
Nona (Kerr)....... . . . a line dark red light blue pink and yellow medium, cling good Aug 20 
Normand (Hale) . . . . . distinct yellow thin, light yellow small. cling fair " 2~ 
Oct. Purple (S Hoyts) a line purple and red thin, light yellow medmm, c<ing good Oct. o. 
g~;;!~\~~~~)~:::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::·.::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::.::::: .. ::::::::::::::: :::·.:: :: :::::::::::. ::::::::::::::::: ....... 
Park (Kerr)............ slight yellow and green whtte yellow medium, cling good Aug. 25. Peff~r Premiun~ (Ke;rl a line dull red light blue greenish yellow medium, cling fair " 28 
Per'<mg-No<; 1.2,Pers g) .............................................................................................................................. ··· ................. .. 
Poole Pride {Kerr}. . . . . a line light red thln, blue yellow · medium, cling good Aug· 1. Pond'~ S'd'g- (S & H).. distinct light red or purple purplish pale yellow large, cling good Sept. 1 
Prairie Flower (Kerr). a line red blue yellow large, cling good '' 15. 
Purple Yosemite(Kerr) a line dull, dark red blue yellow medium, cling fair " lQ. 
Quackenhosct (St •rk).. slight dark blue hlue greenish yellow tnedium, cling fair Aug. 2o. 
Red June (Willard) . . distinct dark red heavy blue light yellow medium, cling fair ~· 1. 
Reed (Kerr)..... .. .. . a line glossy dark red none yellow medium, cling fair Sept. 25. 
Richland (B~ar) . . . . . a line dark blue blue yellow semi-cling- good ·~ 1. 
Rf)'-.,in.:;on {H & W).... a line bright red thin, blue ye-llo v medium, cling fair Aug- 5. 
Rockford ,,Vil.;;on) . . . . a Hne dark red light blue yellow n1edium, ding good Sept 1. 
Rollingstone (Kerr). . a lin" dull, d:t.rk red lig-ht blue yellow medium, cling fair Aug. 20 
Roulette {Kerri.... .. . . a line ntottled, red thin, blue yellow medium, cling good H 20. 
Saratoga (G N Co).... shallow dull, dark purple thin, blue yeUow medium, cling good , 25. 
Shirata B~ne (Lovett}. distinct yellow thin, light yellow mediun1. ding fair "' 1. 
f. hilling (Kerr)......... a line dull red light blue yellow medium, cling poor Sept 10. 
Simon {H & W).... ... . very deep dull, dark red thin, light yellow small "uni-c!ing poor Aug· lg. 
Simpoon (August} ~.... slight yellow thin, light ydlow semi-cling fair 10 2o. 
Smith's Orleans (S H). distinct purple heavy, blue yellow large, cling good " 5. 
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VARIETY. 
Sophie !Kerr) ......... . 
Stoddard (Kerr) ...... . 
Tatge (Wilson) ..... . 
Wa viand (S't'k). 
Wicks on (Perry). 
Wild<~ (Kerr) 
Wild Goose (Kerr) .. . 
Whitaker (Kerr) ..... . 
Wooton (~Tunson).,. 
VAHIETY. 
Sophie (Kerr) ......... . 
Studdard (Kerr) .. . 
Tatg-e (Wilson) ..... . 
Wayland (Stark) .. . 
Wickson (Perry) .. . 
Wilder (Kerr) ..... . 
Wild Goose :Kerr). 
Whitaker (Kerr) ..... . 
Wooton (::VIuns nl .. . 
Class. 
Native, Hortulana 
Native, Americana 
Domestica 
Native, \Vavland 
Hybrid 
Native. Miner 
Native, Hnrtulana 
Native. Hortulana 
Native. Hortulana 
Suture. 
a line 
a line 
siight 
medium deep 
a line 
a line 
a line 
a line 
Tree. r;;l~!.of I Size of fruit I Form of fruit. I Cavity. 
~~~ 'I 1 vigorous, spreading 9 17 above medium e~g- or pyriform small 
vigorous, upright, spreading 8 17 above medmm roundish, irregular ,()road, shallow 
Slem. 
verv slender 
mediUm, strong 
see Lombard . . , . . .. . . ........ . 
vigorous, spreading 8-17 j med~um round, oblong-, pointed at apex slh:ht long-, f'iender 
uprig-ht 4-10 Iar;re h~.:art ~hape a trupt vt·r" sl:ort 
upright, spre-ading 8-16 I ffi'~dinm roundish, oval small slr.-~ndt•r 
uprig-ht, spreading_r 8-13 nw_~:::lium oblong, ,.val very sha11ow Jong-. ~_kr('er 
upri_g-ht, spreading 8-14 mPdium oblong-. oval sma 11 mediUilL sender 
slender, straggling 8-16 1 small rcundish, oval small n_ry ~~~~·nder 
Color. 
bright red 
dull red 
glo~~y· d~~k ·;~d .. · . · · . 
dark red 
dark. dull red 
light red 
bright red 
bright red 
Bloom. 
thin, blue 
thin, light 
none 
heavy blue 
blue 
thin, light 
thin. li'.rht 
thin. li'rht 
Flesh 
vellow 
)~enow 
yello\V 
vellow 
)~enow 
vellow 
)~eJlow 
}'l'~~ow 
Pit. 
medium, cling 
1arge, cling 
· · · · -~·~ci i-t~~~~: Ciing· 
1anre, cling 
medium, cling 
larg-e. cling 
medium, cling 
larg-e, ciing 
Quality. : Season. 
j[OOd 
fair 
f~i~-
g-mld 
excellent 
fair 
good 
good 
I 
-~ Sc'pt. 10. 
....... _Aug- 20: 
Oct. 1. 
A;',cr ~g: 
Julv 25. 
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